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The Big Day
  “Wake up, sleepyheads!  Don’t you remember that today is our 

. , birthday?  We can’t be late ”  Mom and Dad roll over in bed blink 

, .their eyes and yawn

 .  Zachary and Elizabeth are twins They have been looking 

 , forward to this day for a long time.  To celebrate their birthday the 

 family is going to Excitement Zone, an amusement park.

Soon, the twins are eating breakfast while Dad packs for the 

,trip.  “We have to be at Excitement Zone when it opens ” says 

, Elizabeth as she eats her scrambled eggs.

” “That’s when the lines for the roller coasters are shortest,

 .Zachary adds

,  .“I’m looking forward to it ” replies Mom

” “I’m looking forward to coming back home, Dad mutters 

 .  .  from the kitchen He doesn’t really like roller coasters Elizabeth 

quickly reminds him that he promised to ride at least one roller 

coaster.

The twins have been reading about coasters to prepare for their 

.  , special day On the drive they tell their parents about Russian 

.  Mountains These man-made sledding hills were popular in 

.  “  parts of Russia hundreds of years ago They’re sort of like 

 .the parents of roller coasters,” declares Elizabeth
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           Zachary and Elizabeth pack some snacks for the trip to the

   early 1800s roller coaster

 .       .   amusement park They have 2 pounds of trail mix Each

  container holds 1
4   .      of a pound How many containers can they

?            ll Use the model to solve the problem and complete the

    .sentence frames to describe it

    .There are _______ groups of _______ in _______
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Wooden Coasters

 The El Toro at Six Flags 

 Great Adventure in New 

 Jersey is the biggest wooden 

 roller coaster in the world!

.  , Excitement Zone isn’t far from the family’s house Soon the family is 

, .  “ ”parking.  “Perfect timing ” says Zachary The park opens in a few minutes.

“Look!  You can see the top of Wild Wolverine from here,” shouts Elizabeth.

 ?” “That’s the wooden coaster, right asks Mom.

 ,” “Even I know that Dad says with a smile before Zachary or Elizabeth 

. can answer

The twins have been talking about these coasters for weeks, so the whole 

family feels like experts.  Wild Wolverine is the only wooden coaster in the 

, park.  For a long time all roller coasters were made from wood.  Most new 

.  coasters are now made from steel Elizabeth is excited as she stares at the  

.tall structure
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The kids found out a lot of facts during their research.  Wooden roller 

coasters have some special properties.  The wood always changes a little 

, bit.  Humidity or moisture in the air, makes the wood expand.  On hot 

, days the wood contracts.  The change isn’t big, but it happens.  Because 

, the wood changes the ride is always a little different.  The ride might feel 

!bumpier one day than the next.  But, some people prefer the bumpy ride

 “There’s a wooden roller coaster in 

 Pennsylvania that was built in 1902.  It 

still runs!” Elizabeth exclaims.

- -“Our great great great-great 

,” grandparents could have ridden it

.responds Zachary

- -Leap the Dips is the 

 oldest roller coaster 

 .in the United States
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Safety First!

“All that wood looks extremely rickety,” Dad 

, says.  “If we’re the first people riding it today

aren’t we kind of testing it?  Maybe we should 

 .” hang back and let other people go first

 “Trust me, it has been tested thoroughly,” 

 .Elizabeth answers

 ” “But, the park’s not even open yet, Dad replies.

“Maintenance people get here before the sun 

,rises ” Elizabeth explains.  “They climb all over 

 ”the coaster.  They’re called trackwalkers.

  Workers perform maintenance on

 .a roller coaster in England in 1958
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